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                                  Have Fun planting your sunflowers! 
The children of Littleham C of E Primary school have been 
finding ways of making people in isolation smile. They have 
been emailing in, letters, poems, drawings, jokes and work 
they have been doing at home. I 
hope they make you smile.  Well 
done to all of you who have 
planted your sunflowers.  
Remember to plant them along 
your borders….where the most 
people will see them! 

    

 

  

 

     

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Why is Cinderella 

so bad at football? 

Because she keeps 

running away from 

the ball! 

One of our school challenges for those children 

coming into school has been, can they make a 

swing out of only playdough, string and lolly 

sticks! 

Our sunflower challenge has been 

taken up by these two brothers who 

have really shown exceptional 

colouring!   

My sunflower is starting 

to grow! 

http://jackbrummet.blogspot.com/2012/08/the-origin-and-back-story-of-smiley-face.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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How do you stop 

an astronaut’s 

baby from crying? 

You rocket! 

Lots of delicious cooking has been 

happening during lockdown – carrot 

cake, chocolate concrete, pizza, 

cheesecake and chocolate 

cookies…..Mmm!  It’s making me 

feel hungry! 

Into Space! 
Very appropriate this week 
after the launch of the SpaceX 
craft carrying two Nasa 
astronauts into space & their 
docking at the International 
Space Station.  
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Dear children,   
Thank you all very much for the beautiful letters, pictures and poems you are 
sending to we who are old and are living alone.  You remind us of the things 
we used to enjoy when we were young and lots of happy memories come back 
to us as we enter into all you are doing.  Thank you all so much, and maybe one 
day you would like to hear from us.  
I send love to you all, stay safe, 
Margaret. 
 

Having fun 

making fruit 

volcanoes at 

home with 

lemons, lime and 

oranges!  The 

lemon worked the 

best! 

The children coming into school since the 

start of Lockdown rose to the challenge of 

painting a giant rainbow to brighten up this 

long fence which is on the Salterton road 

near Tesco.  Look at this letter which the 

owners of the house received….. 


